Entry, Privacy, Passage, Full Dummy, and Half Dummy Functions

**Entry** - This is a lockset that operates with a key on the exterior and a turn-piece/button on the inside. Used where security is important.

**Privacy** - This is a lockset which can be locked by a button or turn-piece on the inside, but has no key function. They are used on interior doors in bedroom and bathroom applications. Generally all privacy locksets have an emergency entry hole on the outside to allow easy access to a room if needed.

**Passage** - This is a lockset which has no locking function at all. Used anywhere a locking function is not needed such as closets or entrances to rooms where privacy is not an issue.

**Full dummy** - These sets are full-size door knobs or handlesets that have no mechanical latch mechanism. They are flush mounted and require no mortise, or hole, through the face of the door. Full dummy sets are used in certain decorative applications such as double doors, closet, pantry and utility space doors. A dummy knob or handleset cannot be distinguished from its fully functional counterpart by simple visual inspection, allowing it to blend into the hardware scheme of your home.

**Half dummy** - Same as above but instead of a pair of knobs or levers, a single knob or lever is provided. Generally used on linen closets and other closet applications where a matching knob or lever is not needed on the inside of a door. Acts as a pull only and are screwed onto the face of the door.